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EXPLORE THE ANCIENT LAND OF THE ELDREN! Rise as an ally of the Elden Ring and battle through
the Lands Between, where ancient heroes live on, in the epic saga to become the legendary Elden
Lord! STORY HISTORY A new world called the Lands Between is set to emerge in the World of Els. It
is a world of turmoil, where mysterious forces from other worlds have suddenly emerged, wreaking
havoc upon the lands. The hero, Tarnished, a man who has lived a deep, troubled existence, is
destined to play a key role in the fate of this world… Choose your destiny A ghostly demonic
monster, Asteral, appears after the events that triggered the Lands Between have commenced. The
Elden Ring, which has been desperately waiting for the emergence of the Lands Between, is about to
be thrown into the midst of this turmoil. Rise as an ally of the Elden Ring and unite with the help of
others who are looking for a way to solve the crisis, and wield the power of the Elden Ring to forge a
new future! DEBUT SINGLE RELEASE CLICK HERE TO PRE-ORDER The debut single of Elden Ring
Game is available for pre-order. Fight against terrifying enemies and learn their secrets! CLICK HERE
TO DOWNLOAD DOMESTIC DISTRIBUTION BY PAYPAL - COOKIE - MASTERCARD - DISCOVER EU
DISTRIBUTION BY SKYDRIVE GAMES - GDANSK - PELICAN - VIDEOLINE ASIA DISTRIBUTION BY
CREDITS ARE LIMITED, SO BE QUICK! ABOUT BANDAI NAMCO ENTERTAINMENT AMERICA Inc. BANDAI
NAMCO Entertainment is a recognized leader in the interactive entertainment industry, specializing
in development, distribution, marketing and management of software, hardware and video games
for domestic and international markets. BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment America Inc. has recently
signed one of the world’s top-rated first-party, free-to-play mobile game developers, ZeniMax Online
Studios, as its wholly owned subsidiary. The Company’s publishing business, BANDAI NAMCO Games
America Inc., manages one of the industry’s largest libraries of video game brands, including PAC-
MAN®, Tek

Features Key:
A vast, open world with immense scale and detail Gameworld: Untapped land with an enormous
scale and varied environments
High-quality turn-based combat with a stunning 3D graphics Story: Breathtaking story with a variety
of characters Characters: Full of excitement with a large number of beloved characters Magic:
Unique Magic system allows you to develop your own strengths Avatar: Unique mobile 3D character
that will accompany you Weapons and Armor: A rich array of equipment and various weapons Party:
Ally system where you can call up your friends to team up
High-quality and detailed musical score with six tracks Sound: Imaginative music and sounds
complement the game's situations and actions Legend: Courage and faith Duality: 2D/3D gameplay,
story, graphics, etc. By overcoming challenges, you will progress through a wide variety of
adventures while gradually rising above your lower grade.
A tale of power and justice Lead your party to earn reputation and become a hero. Explore, fight, and
collect items to become the hero with the virtuous strength of the Elden Ring and emerge victorious.
A quest filled with adventure Explore the world and meet characters, collect crafting materials and
explore dungeons to defeat powerful monster trainers.
High-quality, tough opponents Increased frustration when you have to defeat hard to beat opponents
High-quality control system with a design through thought-out stages and battle Realism is brought
to the control system by carefully designing all of the sensitive points of the battle animation. Step
by step, you will strengthen your power and knowledge of the game design while strengthening your
proficiency as a player.
Easy to learn and play A simple easy-to-control fighting system that suits newcomers.
Easy setup Anyone can play this game with smooth and smooth actions.

Castle Of Heracles is slated for release in the final quarter of 2014
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for Nintendo 3DS.
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